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Abstract

This monograph addresses how military design thinkers can maximize the utility of the design methodologies they select for employment when designing military operations. Presently, Western militaries apply a mix of two distinct types of design thinking, each with a different origin and employing different paradigms, yet most military practitioners remain unaware of this situation. The result is confusion, obfuscation through inappropriate conceptual overlap, and suboptimal outcomes when overlapping types of design are simultaneously applied to identify and solve operational problems. These two types of design thinking come from different arenas: one has a background in various “civilian” disciplines, and in commerce and industry; the other originates within militaries themselves. This monograph attempts to untangle these two types of design thinking from each other through the provision of a detailed historical account, followed by a paradigmatic analysis of each. It then addresses the two types together, examining how a deliberately cultivated awareness of both can lead to enhanced design thinking outcomes, and exploring how military design thinking might evolve in the near future.
Chapter 1

Introduction

This monograph addresses how military design thinkers and military practitioners in general can maximize the utility of the design methodologies they select for employment when designing military operations. It does this by elaborating the history and then analyzing two related yet distinctly different types of design thinking, which Western militaries currently apply in a mixed and largely ad hoc manner. The first type of design thinking has a background in various civilian disciplines and in commerce and industry. The second originates within militaries themselves. Each of these types of design thinking contains an array of methodologies that have different origins and view the world through different paradigmatic lenses. Furthermore, each methodology tends to understand design thinking differently, presenting a range of opportunities in addition to potentially causing confusion among military practitioners who do not specialize in design thinking.

Lack of awareness of these different types of design thinking and of their constituent methodologies has brought about a tendency for military practitioners to inadvertently confuse, or inappropriately blend methodologies. When overlapping types of design are simultaneously applied to identify and solve operational and other military problems, the results can be conceptually inappropriate and suboptimal. For example, the author has recently witnessed conceptually shallow and under-developed civilian design methods being used within the military to do poorly what existing military planning methodologies could have done well. He has also witnessed constraints placed on the scope of what a military design team was permitted to explore, which negated any possibility of genuine innovation. The use of design in this instance was an attempt to employ the latest vogue problem solving methodology, but without accompanying development of a genuine understanding of what that methodology is, where it comes from, or whether its use was appropriate in the situation where it was applied.

At the other end of the spectrum of military design thinking experiences, a small but growing cadre of individuals are increasingly blending various civilian and military design methodologies to form their own “meta-design” methodologies, while concurrently reaching out to civilian design thinkers to forge mutually beneficial linkages between fields. These military design thinkers have developed detailed knowledge of a range of different civilian and military design methodologies, yet their methodological blending has emerged quite recently and is still in its early conceptual stage. These design
thinkers may therefore also benefit from an enhanced historical and paradigmatic knowledge, which will help enable even greater innovation to occur as they expand and further develop their meta-design methodologies.

On the other side of the fence, most civilian design thinkers remain unaware of the existence of military design thinking. Among those that are aware of it, their understanding is often quite shallow. This author has read publications by civilian design thinkers that purport to summarize the entirety of military design thinking, but merely demonstrate their author’s ignorance of it. These publications tend to make assumptions about the entire field based on incomplete research, often citing only one or a few military design thinking publications. Unless alternative and detailed accounts of the history of military design thinking are made available, this practice of incomplete research threatens to proliferate, and may bring about widespread misunderstanding of military design thinking among civilian design thinkers. This monograph is therefore likely to be of benefit to civilian as well as to military design thinkers.

The analysis of civilian and military design thinking contained herein aims to fill a significant gap in the existing literature on this subject. This is because design thinking, in both its civilian and military incarnations, tends to be ahistorical. Design thinkers focus on innovation and creativity, an endeavor that has a distinct future-orientation. Yet knowledge of what has come before, as well as the paradigms underlying this history, enables development of a much richer and more holistic knowledge of the field.

The benefit of developing a better knowledge of the history of design thinking for military practitioners in general is that such knowledge will help prevent confusion regarding the use of various design methods and will increase the likelihood of good design practice. The benefits for specialist military design thinkers are that it will help determine potential future developments, to evaluate which design methodologies are rigorous and which are not, and to consider how to better implement rigorous design methodologies by more comprehensively learning from those that have come before.

To untangle civilian and military design thinking from each other, this monograph offers a detailed historical account of both types of design thinking, followed by a paradigmatic analysis of each. The two types are then addressed together to enable an examination of areas of divergence and convergence to occur, before discussion turns to what this may mean for the future of design thinking.

Astute readers will have noticed that no attempt has yet been made to define “design thinking.” This is intentional, because the definition of design thinking itself has been subject to change over time, as well as varying be-
tween many of the different design methodologies that will be elaborated. As a result, subsequent discussion herein will include descriptions of significant understandings of design thinking, their similarities and differences, and how these have evolved. For now, it is sufficient to note that, somewhat simplistically, design thinking offers a means to innovate and to think creatively, and is often undertaken in relation to a problem or set of problems that design thinkers are confronting.

**Structure**

This monograph consists of five chapters. The next section of this chapter elaborates a comprehensive framework that supports the analysis that will occur in later chapters. This framework consists of nine paradigms, which together enable a meaningful comparison to be made between different civilian and military design methodologies.

Chapters 2 and 3 focus respectively on civilian and military design thinking. Each of these chapters is divided into two parts. The first provides a detailed history of the type of design thinking discussed in that chapter. This historical discussion includes the origins of the type of design thinking, how it has evolved since its emergence, key understandings of design thinking and how these have changed over time, and details of the works of the most prominent design thinkers and methodologies of each epoch. The second section of each of these chapters contains a paradigmatic analysis of these key works, design thinkers, and methodologies, using the framework for analysis elaborated below. This paradigmatic analysis enables development of a more comprehensive understanding of the evolution of each type of design thinking.

For the purposes of this monograph, the civilian or military origin of different design methodologies is determined by the primary intended usage of the methodology according to its key developer(s). If it is intended for application primarily by civilians in a nonmilitary context, it is considered a civilian design methodology; likewise, if it is intended for application primarily by military personnel in a military context, it is considered a military design methodology. Of course, this division is not perfect. As will be seen in chapters 2 and 3, several methodologies grouped into one of these categories have been influenced by other methodologies that fit within the other category. In such cases, the intended application of the methodology rather than the influences on its development has been used as the factor determining its grouping. Additionally, it is important to note that the terms “civilian design thinking” and “military design thinking” are each used in reference to many different design methodologies, and neither term is synonymous with any
one methodology in particular. For example, the US Army Design Methodology (ADM) is only one of many military design methodologies, none of which has preeminence over any of the others.

A detailed comparative discussion is undertaken in chapter 4. This highlights the key similarities and differences between civilian and military design thinking, showing that earlier design thinking within the two fields led to the development of methodologically similar approaches, but which were paradigmatically separate. These methodologies existed in a state of interparadigmatic tension within each field, and the analysis in chapter 4 begins by explaining how this came about, and what its manifestation and ramifications were within each field of design thinking. More recent design thinking in both fields has transitioned to a multiparadigmatic approach, yet the methodologies themselves now differ regarding how this approach is manifest within each field of design thinking. The ramifications of this recent transition are also discussed, to facilitate the formation of hypotheses about potential future directions in which both civilian and military design thinking might develop.

Chapter 5 addresses the implications specifically for military designers. Historical and paradigmatic awareness can lead to enhanced design thinking outcomes, and further, enhanced operational and organizational outcomes. Highlighting the importance of understanding where ideas originate better positions design thinkers to further develop and enhance them in the future. Such development is likely to be beneficial to several Western militaries in their desire to successfully innovate and encourage creative thinking within their ranks.

Framework for Analysis

This monograph analyzes and compares civilian and military design thinking using a multiparadigmatic framework. The framework employs nine paradigms that are described within four different sources, one each from the disciplines of sociology, business management, military strategy, and complexity science.\(^5\) It should be noted that these paradigms do not necessarily originate in these sources. The sources have been selected for reference herein because they provide an accessible description of each paradigm.

For the purposes of this discussion, a paradigm is the “constellation of beliefs, values, techniques and so on shared by the members of a given [scientific, academic or disciplinary] community.”\(^6\) This definition originated in Thomas Kuhn’s book *The Structure of Scientific Revolutions*. Although this book popularized the contemporary meaning of the term paradigm, it only addressed how they function within the natural sciences. When discussing the application of paradigms in the context of design thinking, it is useful to
also consider their applicability and operation within the social sciences and humanities. According to Margaret Masterman, the social sciences can be considered “multiple paradigm sciences,” wherein most paradigms cover a narrower area of research than their equivalents in the natural sciences. This leads to a greater rate of localized paradigm shifts, accompanied by the longer endurance of what Kuhn called “global paradigms,” which are the kinds of paradigms that best fit the definition of a paradigm used herein.\(^7\)

Different global paradigms employ different ontological, epistemological, and methodological approaches to enable their adherents to come to an understanding of their subject matter. Simply defined, epistemology is the branch of philosophy that addresses theories of knowledge. It deals with issues such as how humans acquire knowledge, what is considered legitimate knowledge, and what separates knowledge from unsubstantiated belief and opinion.\(^8\) Ontology examines the nature of being and the first principles, or categories, involved. Ontological questions include those addressing the nature of reality, what determines human understanding or construction of reality, and the essence of phenomena.\(^9\) Finally, a methodology is a system of related methods; a method simply being a legitimate way to do something. Coming full circle, a method can also be understood as a “local” paradigm, as defined in Masterman’s discussion of paradigms within the social sciences as well as by Kuhn himself in his later works.\(^10\)

The nine paradigms selected for use herein have been chosen due to their combined applicability as a framework for understanding the “constellation of beliefs, values, techniques and so on” that underlies each of the civilian and military design thinkers and methodologies that are discussed.\(^11\) This is because each has a distinct ontology and epistemology, and a distinct preference for certain methodologies. Together, they cover a broad enough range of fields of intellectual inquiry that all the design methodologies and thinkers discussed fit within at least one, but usually more than one, of the paradigms. This relationship between design thinkers and methodologies, and the paradigms contained in this framework will be explored in detail. By intention, the paradigms selected for use within this monograph’s analytical framework are also sufficiently global in scale that they have been enduring. This characteristic of these paradigms has maximized their utility for enabling comparative observations despite the broad scope of this monograph’s historical discussion.

Table 1.1 provides a short description of each of the nine paradigms that are employed within the analytical framework. The description of each paradigm focuses on the way its epistemology and ontology enable adherents to frame problems and, where applicable, to solve them. This focus is important for the subsequent analysis of alternative design thinking methodologies be-
cause it enables these methodologies to be contrasted to both one another and to these different paradigms, based upon the different ways and extent that each focuses on problem framing and solving. The descriptions contained in the table have been kept intentionally simple. While they are adequate for the purposes of this monograph, readers seeking additional information are encouraged to consult the relevant sources listed.

Table 1.1. Paradigms used for analysis of civilian and military design thinking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paradigm</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interpretivism</td>
<td>Emphasizes individual and group interpretations of events, structures and processes, and acknowledges that people and groups socially construct their own realities. People are unavoidably part of the problems that they examine, and patterns can be discerned from qualitative data collected in an iterative, cyclical, and nonlinear process.</td>
<td>Burrell &amp; Morgan (1979)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radical Humanism</td>
<td>Methodological pluralism leads to the development of multiple irreconcilable perspectives of the same problem. Reality is socially constructed and must be deconstructed through these perspectives, which enable people to determine and critique the self-understanding of different actors. This enables radical problem solving by overturning existing biases, hierarchies, and power structures.</td>
<td>Burrell &amp; Morgan (1979)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radical Structuralism</td>
<td>Structures, processes and problems are viewed as independent of people, and can be understood through holistic structural analysis using historical, dialectical, and critical methodologies. However, there is no permanent knowledge. Instead, all knowledge is temporary. Sooner or later current “truth” will be proven “false” and replaced by a new truth.</td>
<td>Burrell &amp; Morgan (1979)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heroism</td>
<td>Groups of peers establish expectations of performance, rules of behavior and systems of rewards and punishments for “good” and “bad” behavior. These expectations are then applied during events, including problem solving. Individual adherence to the collective moral code is considered paramount—the individual is inseparable from their deeds.</td>
<td>Joullié (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical Rationalism</td>
<td>Thinking rationally and applying logic leads to an understanding of the world “as it is” rather than “as it appears to be.” Analysis is conducted via deductive reasoning. People can employ reductive methods to break problems into component parts and analyse these to derive an understanding of the whole as the sum of its parts.</td>
<td>Joullié (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romanticism</td>
<td>This paradigm rejects the existence of universal laws and instead values knowledge derived from human experience, imagination, and creativity. Problems cannot be reduced to component parts or understood through rational analysis; however, they can be understood through subjective interpretation of immeasurable factors such as emotion, imagination, and freedom of action.</td>
<td>Joullié (2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Paradigm | Description | Source
--- | --- | ---
Postmodernism | Objective reality and empiricism as a means to understand it are both illusory and must be rejected. Deconstruction of these illusions is achieved through perpetual reinterpretation of metanarratives and their language. There is no definitive meaning and openness to alternative and even competing interpretations is paramount when seeking understanding. All perspectives are equally legitimate, even if utterly contradictory. Perceived problems may therefore both exist and not exist at once. | Joullié (2016)
Participation | Meaning is derived through interpretation of social interactions, and ongoing interactions between actors causes negotiation leading to shared meanings. A dialectical methodology, wherein unstructured processes are facilitated by empathy, accommodates different initial views of a problem and eventually leads to mutual understanding. | Paparone (2010)
Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) Theory | Problems cannot be broken down into component parts for analysis, as the sum is always greater than its parts. A holistic understanding of open systems in which problems exist, and their interactions with one another, is therefore required. However, open systems are always subject to transformation. Problems can never be truly resolved, only understood and managed within the context of the ever-changing open systems around them. | Mitchell (2009)

Before proceeding, some clarification is necessary regarding two of these paradigms. The first is postmodernism. Due to its nature, this paradigm has a far broader range of meanings than the others included in the analytical framework. This is in part because it can be applied to a range of ideas that are linked only by virtue of coming after modernism. It is also in part because “it was never entirely clear exactly just what postmodernism was (is?).” Finally, it is in part because “postmodernism not only affected each of the different disciplines to quite varying degrees but it made its impact upon them at different times. Some, perhaps, are only now beginning to come to terms with it.”12 This statement was penned by Garry Potter and José López in 2001, in a text asserting that postmodernism was “in a state of decline” and that critical realism had emerged a key post-postmodern philosophy.

The first military engagement with postmodernism that was both earnest and impactful did not occur until the mid-1990s, when Israeli Brig Gen Shimon Naveh developed Systemic Operational Design (SOD).13 Having only considered postmodernism very recently, militaries are still struggling to come to terms with it. Even though a growing body of civilian scholars consider postmodernism to have, in the words of Potter and López, “gone out of fashion,” it is therefore still relevant that this paradigm be included in this monograph’s framework for analysis.14
One of the ideas that comes after modernism, and which is captured under the broader label of postmodernism as applied herein, is *poststructuralism*. Poststructuralism is noteworthy because many—but not all—of the postmodern philosophers that have prominently shaped what little military engagement there has been with postmodernism would perhaps be more comfortable being labeled as poststructuralist—to the extent that any would be comfortable with labels being applied to them at all. These philosophers include Gilles Deleuze, Félix Guattari, and Michel Foucault. Chris Paparone, a key military design thinker whose *magnum opus* is assessed in chapter 3 as being interdisciplinary but nonetheless aligning more closely to radical structuralism than the other paradigms that constitute this study’s analytical framework, has previously expressed to the author that he considers his own work to more closely align with poststructuralism, to the extent that it can be paradigmatically categorized at all.

Because poststructuralism is viewed herein as a type of postmodernism, the two are not considered as being in conflict. The categorization of some design thinkers influenced by poststructuralism as instead being postmodern is therefore acceptable and does not adversely influence the outcome of the comparative analysis of different design thinkers and methodologies that is presented later in this monograph. The key difference between poststructuralism and postmodernism is that the former arose as a critique of *structuralism*, which emphasizes that meaning originates in structures rather than individuals (*radical structuralism*, another of the paradigms contained in this monograph's analytical framework, is a variant of structuralism). Poststructuralism did not reject the existence of structures but did reject the idea of meaning. Postmodernism, as defined and employed herein in a general sense, may or may not involve the rejection of structures as well. Ergo, poststructuralism can be considered as aligning with postmodernism, insofar as postmodernism is defined and applied within this monograph’s analytical framework.

The second paradigm that requires clarification is technical rationalism, because of its similarity to functionalism. Functionalism is the fourth paradigm outlined in *Sociological Paradigms and Organizational Analysis* by Gibson Burrell and Gareth Morgan. It is the only paradigm they discuss that is not also included in this monograph’s analysis. An explanation as to why technical rationalism and not functionalism has been selected for inclusion herein is necessary.

The key difference between these paradigms is that functionalism is epistemologically empiricist, whereas technical rationalism is epistemologically rationalist. The implications of this difference notwithstanding, both paradigms are ontologically objectivist and both employ deductive and reductive method-
ologies that generally develop knowledge of a whole through a study of its parts. Their manifestation is therefore similar enough that discussing both under the same paradigmatic label suffices for the purposes of this monograph. Technical rationalism has been included as its epistemology aligns slightly better with most of the related design thinkers and methodologies discussed in subsequent chapters, although one must probe deeply to determine this. The resultant inclusion of some functionalists within this alternative paradigm is therefore acceptable as it has no adverse impact on the results of the study.

As the subsequent analysis of different civilian and military design thinking methodologies will reveal, a common theme between methodologies is a dual tension between emphasis on problem defining/framing, and problem solving/solution; and between emphasis on design primarily as a mindset or primarily as a process. A key commonality in the literature on both civilian and military design thinking is that oscillation between emphases within both areas of tension can be observed over time. To turn the list of paradigms in Table 1.1 into a framework for analysis, it helps to imagine these two sets of tensions as a quad chart, with process or mindset orientation on the vertical axis and relative emphasis on either problem solving or problem framing on the horizontal axis. This enables the nine paradigms to be relatively positioned based on their orientation and emphasis in these two key areas of tension. This quad chart, and the relative position of each paradigm, is shown in Figure 1.1. Of note, this quad chart represents a two-dimensional spectrum that is not linked to numerical data. It is not mathematical, and the center of the chart does not represent zero.

![Figure 1.1. Multiparadigmatic framework for analysis](image-url)
It can be seen in the quad chart that four of the nine paradigms are situated in the corners. Technical rationalism is at top left, being the paradigm most focused on process as a means of problem solving and employing deductive reasoning via reductive methods. Its opposite is postmodernism, which implicitly emphasizes problem framing and has a relative orientation toward mindset over process. By acknowledging multiple interpretations as equally legitimate, postmodernism enables multiple understandings, or framings, of the same situation, including simultaneous acceptance and rejection of the existence of a problem, which necessitates a mindset orientation. Heroism is at bottom left, having a mindset orientation because it emphasizes the importance of individual behavior relative to group expectations, as demonstrated to peers during problem solving. Its opposite is participation, which encourages mutual understanding (acceptance of different problem frames) via social interactions, which are viewed as unstructured processes.

Of the remaining five paradigms, CAS theory sits central to the chart because it emphasizes the need for holistic understanding of complex systems and ongoing management of irresolvable complex problems. It thereby necessitates flexible reorientation between problem solving and framing, and between mindset and process, considering the current nature of ever-changing open systems. The remaining four paradigms sit in between at spots on the chart that are most appropriate to their own preferred outlooks and methodologies.

In the forthcoming analysis of civilian and military design thinking, different design methodologies will also be mapped onto this quad chart, revealing the relationship each has to these paradigms as well as to each other. This framework also enables a paradigmatic mapping of the evolution of design thinking over time. General trends, divergence, tensions, and convergence between civilian and military design thinking that can be observed because of this mapping are addressed in chapter 4.

An additional point of comparison between these paradigms is the type and range of data and evidence that each considers legitimate. Some paradigms, like technical rationalism, heroism, and CAS theory, accept only a limited range of data and evidence as legitimate. For these paradigms, legitimate knowledge must be derived from observations of this type of data and evidence. Other paradigms contained in the framework accept progressively broader ranges of data and evidence as legitimate, with radical humanism and postmodernism accepting the broadest range. This is because these two paradigms respectively emphasize methodological pluralism and multiple reinterpretations of metanarratives, meaning that they concurrently accept as legitimate observations based on multiple types of sometimes conflicting data and evidence, or even observations based on no data or evidence at all.21
Although this difference between paradigms is not shown in the quad chart in Figure 1.1, and is not as prominent or as significant to the analytical framework as the contrasts represented in this figure, it is nevertheless useful for developing a more nuanced understanding of the nature of the different paradigms. Due to their relationship to the design methodologies, this difference between paradigms is also useful when contrasting some of the design methodologies. This difference in the scope of data and evidence that is considered legitimate will therefore be occasionally revisited during the analysis in subsequent chapters.

Notes

1. The most prominent of the military design thinkers who have developed these recent meta-methodologies are Ben Zweibelson of the US Joint Special Operations University, who developed a design methodology he called “second generation military design,” and Paul T. Mitchell and Philippe Beaulieu-Brossard of the Canadian Forces College, who instruct there using an approach they call “epistemological agnosticism for design methodology.” These methodologies are explored in detail in chapters 3 and 4 of this monograph. Ben Zweibelson, “An Application of Theory: Second Generation Military Design on the Horizon”; Philippe Beaulieu-Brossard and Paul T. Mitchell, “Challenge-Driven: Canadian Forces College’s Agnostic Approach to Design Thinking Education.”

2. For example, see Tony Fry, Unstaging War, Confronting Conflict and Peace, 93–101.

3. The intended roles for this monograph are similar to those advocated within Krippendorff’s proposed “science for design,” which is concerned with the conduct of “post-design research” that may assist in improving future iterations of design processes and assisting in the development of new design methodologies. This connection is purely coincidental, since this author was not aware of Krippendorff or his work until well after the project that led to this monograph had commenced. Krippendorff is discussed in more detail in chapter 2. Klaus Krippendorff, The Semantic Turn: A New Foundation for Design, 192–252.

4. For the purposes of this monograph, “innovation” is the combination of existing ideas in novel ways that creates emergence. As will be seen in chapters 2 and 3, design methodologies of both civilian and military origin effectively achieve this.


11. These nine paradigms, along with six others not discussed herein, are also employed in one of the author’s other research projects. This project examines the application of methodologies from within different paradigms as possible alternatives to “traditional” military planning processes. Aaron P. Jackson, “Towards a Multi-paradigmatic Methodology for Military Planning: An Initial Toolkit.”
16. Paparone, conversation with the author on 28 February 2019. This information was provided to me in response to the presentation of an earlier version of this monograph at a conference that Paparone also attended. Details of the conference paper are: Jackson, “Civilian and military design thinking: A comparative historical and paradigmatic analysis, and its implications for military designers.”
18. Burrell and Morgan, Sociological Paradigms and Organizational Analysis, 41–120.
Chapter 2

Civilian Design Thinking

This chapter examines the evolution of civilian design thinking from its emergence in the 1950s until the present. It does this in two sections. In the first section, a chronological discussion of key civilian design thinkers and methodologies summarizes the contributions of each to establishing then advancing the field. In the second section, the analytical framework elaborated in chapter 1 is applied to analyze the different civilian design thinkers and methodologies described in its first section. This includes mapping the most significant of these thinkers and methodologies onto the two-dimensional spectrum that was shown in Figure 1.1.

As a result of this mapping, several observations are made about the nature of civilian design thinking and its evolution over time. For example, it is confirmed that civilian design thinking is an interdisciplinary field and that its scope has broadened considerably over time, from product design to service design to social systems design, and most recently to design of meaning. These and other observations made in the second part of the chapter enable several conclusions to be made about the nature of civilian design thinking and its relationship to the paradigms contained in this monograph’s analytical framework. Key among these conclusions is that the paradigms that have been most influential on the development of civilian design thinking are technical rationalism in its early years, and more recently radical structuralism, interpretivism, and CAS theory.

The Evolution of Civilian Design Thinking

Civilian design thinking emerged in unrelated ways in the United States and Germany during the 1950s, and in Scandinavia during the 1960s. During this period in the US, R. Buckminster Fuller at MIT developed a product design process that he called “design science,” which used interdisciplinary teams of experts to design solutions to systemic problems. In Scandinavia, teams of laymen (not necessarily experts) met to address problems of a similar nature under the coordination of facilitators who applied “cooperative design” to assist the team to generate new ideas.1 In Germany, Horst Rittel taught architectural and product design to students at Ulm University before moving to the University of California at Berkeley in 1963. His interdisciplinary framework, which he called “operational knowledge,” blended aspects of sociology, economics, cultural history, psychology, and mathematics.2 During the 1960s and 1970s, key civilian designers included Herbert Simon, Bruce...
Archer, Victor Papanek, and Melvin Webber, the latter of whom in collaboration with Rittel, coined the term “wicked problem” in 1973. Early examples of design thinking are more technically rationalist than their contemporary equivalents. For example, Simon, who was the first to assert that “everyone designs who devises courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones,” adhered to the same concept as Fuller that design was a form of science. Simon’s major work delineated between natural and artificial environments (man-made or social may be better terms to describe what Simon meant by artificial), and compared the human brain to a computer with insufficient processing power to adequately understand the complexities of the artificial environment. He addressed ways to overcome this insufficiency, proposing a range of alternatives that varied from breaking large problems into component parts to help understand the whole, to designing without final goals in mind, stating that designers should instead be guided by interestingness or novelty.

Fuller and Simon were in alignment with current design thinkers in that they advocated the need to understand the perspectives of multiple stakeholders in social issues, and the need to be open and adaptive in light of an evolving complex problem. But their linkage between design and science contrasts with most contemporary conceptions, which find links between design and creativity or art, often framed explicitly in contrast to science (and objective scientific method in particular). It has been suggested that this early association of design with science was because of the inspiration that early design thinkers like Fuller and Simon took from operations research, systems engineering, and systems analysis approaches that were developed during the Second World War. These approaches were largely based on the then-emerging field of mathematics of open systems, which also went on to greatly influence the development of the field of cybernetics during the 1950s to the 1970s.

The association between design, art, and creativity began with Rittel and Webber, who emphasized that addressing wicked problems required a form of art rather than a science. They asserted this in relation to policy making and planning, not to design thinking. It was Papanek who explicitly linked design with creativity in his 1973 book *Design for the Real World*. He also emphasized the importance of environmental and social sustainability and introduced the idea of moral responsibility to design thinking. Importantly, his design thinking model moved away from the technical rationalism of his predecessors, emphasizing instead different ways to trigger innovation, build and test prototypes, and then re-design and adjust as required until a final design emerged.
Archer, in a series of articles as well as his doctoral thesis, addressed “design science” in a similar way to Fuller and Simon. While Archer is noteworthy for being the first who “suggests that design is human-centred, arguing for an account of ‘human values,’” he also drew heavily on cybernetics and algorithmic approaches in his early design thinking. Although his concepts of design changed dramatically over his 25-year publishing career, he tended to maintain a focus on industrial design and commercial product development. Eventually, he came to view design thinking as “a third way,” distinct from both art and science but incorporating aspects of both. He is also the first to lament that design thinking suffers because of the inability of designers to come to “use of an agreed terminology,” observing that instead designers “each have their own favorite models, techniques, and jargon.” Over half a century later this criticism is still leveled at design thinking regularly.

Despite their differences, this early group of design thinkers established some of the key characteristics that still apply to the field today, including its interdisciplinary nature and its attempts to address what are now called complex or wicked problems. Civilian design methods have spread and evolved, and while design thinking has maintained its interdisciplinary nature, the development and application of design methods have become more prominent within some fields than others. These fields include architecture, ergonomics, industrial design (i.e., consumer product and service development), urban planning, and the computer sciences. In turn, design methods have drawn upon a range of disciplines; most frequently cited among them are psychology (especially cognitive psychology and organizational psychology), anthropology, business management, engineering, phenomenology, and complexity and systems sciences.

In the 1980s, key design researchers began to focus on what separated innovative thinkers from their peers. This significant change in focus brought about what has been called “the second wave” of (civilian) design thinking. Key texts from this era, including Nigel Cross’s *Designerly Ways of Knowing* and Donald Schön’s *The Reflective Practitioner*, endeavored not to develop new design methods or processes, but instead to explain individual and collective creative thought and innovation, and what enabled them. Schön in particular introduced the idea of reflexivity, or conscious self-reflection, to design thinking. In doing so, he shifted the focus of design thinking from outward to inward, and from a technical rationalist focus on problem solving to a more paradigmatically fluid focus on problem framing. “When ends are fixed and clear,” Schön wrote, “then the decision to act can present itself as an instrumental problem. But when ends are confused and conflicting, there is yet no ‘problem’ to solve.”
It is during these latter situations that design thinking relies on the intuition of designers. As a result, “the design process for Schön is a personal and internal conversation between the object designed and the designer. This examination directed him to discuss the ‘reflective’ nature of designing.” Ulla Johansson-Sköldberg, Jill Woodilla, and Mehves Çetinkaya elaborated on the extent of the difference between Schön and earlier designers, asserting for example that “Simon created an objective framework for the field of design, while Schön fleshed it out with descriptions of designers in practice. Their writings, therefore, belong to quite different worlds from an epistemological point of view.” Schön’s conceptualization of design thinking also contrasted to that of designers like Simon and Archer in another way, in that it led Schön to strongly reject the possibility of any links between science and design. This was something Schön had in common with Cross.

For his own part, Cross agreed with Archer that “Design with a capital ‘D’” constituted a “third culture” that sat alongside the sciences and the humanities. Further developing another key aspect of design thinking, Cross built on Simon’s concept of “satisficing,” the idea that quickly arriving at a satisfactory solution to a complex and ever-changing problem is preferable to attempting prolonged, deep analysis that seeks a perfect solution. Like Schön, Cross emphasized the need for designers to frame the problem and the need for internal self-reflection to enable this to occur.

The teaching of design thinking within civilian educational institutions, ongoing at MIT since the 1950s and in a few other higher education institutions since the 1960s, proliferated during the 1990s. This followed a revival of the attention paid to its processual aspects, beginning in 1992 with Richard Buchanan’s Wicked Problems in Design Thinking, which broadened the emphasis of industrial and business design thinking from product design to service design. He also popularized the term Rittel and Webber had coined 20 years earlier, further developing the two-tier problem definition (framing) and problem solution process advocated by earlier designers, to the point where it became not only central to design thinking but its only aspect:

Design problems are “indeterminate” and “wicked” because design has no special subject matter of its own apart from what a designer conceives it to be. The subject matter of design is potentially universal in scope, because design thinking may be applied to any area of human experience. But in the process of application, the designer must discover or invent a particular subject out of the problems and issues of specific circumstances.

As a result of this scope, Buchanan identified that a “discipline of design thinking” had emerged within the liberal arts over the course of the twentieth century.
Following the combination of Buchanan’s infinite expansion of the legitimate scope of design thinking and the proliferation of educational institutions offering design thinking courses, civilian design thinking became so prolific that from the late 1980s on, it becomes impossible to summarize the works of each key author. Instead, the need emerges to discuss particular schools of design thinking, each being associated with a particular methodology or process for designing.\textsuperscript{27} The need for this transition is explained by Johansson-Sköldberg, Woodilla, and Çetinkaya, who observed that early design thinking tended to be entirely theory-driven, whereas from the mid-1980s, “management scholars” and researchers in other professional fields became interested in the application of design thinking within these fields. This led to a transition in the nature of the design thinking literature, from a collection of individually-authored theoretical works to a broad range of texts that also included “‘recipes’ for ‘how to do design thinking’ for practitioners, or textbooks for students, with simplified arguments, diagrams, and checklists, but little theory development.”\textsuperscript{28}

In testament to the interdisciplinary nature of design thinking, each of the schools summarized below could be subjected to a separate historical study about what influenced it. Although each school is not necessarily linked to the design thinkers described above, at least some of these earlier thinkers have influenced most of the schools that emerged since the late 1980s. Regarding the extent of the history of design thinking, at the extreme end of the spectrum Harold G. Nelson and Erik Stolterman have argued that “design is the first tradition among the many traditions of inquiry and action developed over time, including art, religion, science, and technology.” Defining design as “the ability to imagine that-which-does-not-yet-exist, to make it appear in concrete form as a new, purposeful addition to the real world,” their book The Design Way opens with the assertion that “humans did not discover fire—they designed it.”\textsuperscript{29} Suffice to say, this assertion is commensurate with the perception of many design thinkers that the discipline is as old as human cognition, even though its recognition has been very recent.\textsuperscript{30}

First among the most prominent schools of design thinking that emerged during or after the late 1980s is participatory design. This was based on the Scandinavian cooperative design methods that had been evolving since the 1960s, but because of the language barrier had remained virtually unknown in the Anglosphere until the late 1980s. This school’s method emphasized the designer’s identification of user needs during product development, followed by extensive product prototyping and testing.\textsuperscript{31} User-centered design evolved from participatory design by changing its emphasis from prototyping and product testing to developing a deeper understanding of user expe-
rience. This change in focus, which was led by Don Norman in his book, *The Design of Everyday Things*, helped to enshrine product users at multiple stages in the design process, instead of waiting until the testing stage to involve them.\textsuperscript{32}

Other design methods introduced during this period include interaction design, which originated in the late 1980s but remained low key until the mid-2000s; transformation design, which was introduced by the UK Design Council in 2006; and service design, which emerged in the early 2000s. Each of these incorporated several aspects of the preceding methods, but varied them in important ways.\textsuperscript{33} For example, service design emphasized user experience in the same way as user-centered design, but differed because it considered this in terms of values and culture rather than needs.\textsuperscript{34}

In 1991, the method of human-centered design originated in William B. Rouse’s book *Design for Success*.\textsuperscript{35} It later underwent significant further development to become what it is today. At first, “user-centered and human-centered were often interchangeable terms used for methods that integrated end users into the design process.”\textsuperscript{36} Elizabeth Sanders and Peter Stappers explain what had changed by the early 21st century:

> But it is now becoming apparent that the user-centered design approach cannot address the scale or the complexity of the challenges we face today. We are no longer simply designing products for users. We are designing for the future experiences of people, communities, and cultures who now are connected and informed in ways that were unimaginable even 10 years ago.\textsuperscript{37}

Put simply, human-centered design shifted the focus from designing products and services to designing social systems. Echoing Cross and Schön, Rouse moved away from process and toward conceiving design thinking as a philosophy.\textsuperscript{38} In Stefanie Di Russo’s words, human-centered design is “a design methodology that was manifested as more of a mindset than a physical set of tools.”\textsuperscript{39}

It is also significant that human-centered design has been highly popularized by IDEO, a company that was formed in 1991.\textsuperscript{40} The company has achieved fame for its application of human-centered design to develop a range of products and services, and its affiliates have authored several books on design thinking and taught several design courses.\textsuperscript{41} Although this fame has significantly boosted the profile of, and interest in, civilian design thinking, it is noteworthy that IDEO’s publications are “most often without theoretical grounding, at best they provide insightful anecdotes or lists of best practices that readers may wish to try for themselves.”\textsuperscript{42} In addition to popularizing human-centered design, another result of this approach has been to over-
simplify the general understanding of it. The theoretical or “mindset” aspects of design thinking in particular have been glossed over within several subsequent publications, especially those written for a corporate management audience. In contrast to Rouse’s initial conception of human-centered design, these publications tend to treat human-centered design as a processual toolkit whose contents can be applied piecemeal and without catering to the specific context of each situation.

Human-centered design has also been further developed and popularized by the Stanford University d.school, which uses a human-centered design methodology consisting of five modes, each of which includes several components. The modes are: empathize, define, ideate, prototype and test. Despite the philosophical aspects emphasized in the literature accompanying the d.school’s human-centered design methodology, in application it appears to be procedural, and is accompanied by an extensive toolkit of practical methods to assist designers within each mode and component. In contrast to much of the corporate management literature elaborating various human-centered design methods, the Stanford d.school methodology is intended to be applied as a complete process, and several of the tools in its toolkit are designed to build contextual understanding (particularly those associated with the empathize mode).

Although the IDEO and Stanford d.school versions of human-centered design have become the best-known and most frequently applied civilian design methodologies during the past few decades, it is worth remembering that many different design methodologies have proliferated during the same period and that many of these are still utilized today. The examples mentioned above are merely a few of the most prominent. These are shown in Figure 2.1, which provides a graphic representation of the evolution of the different civilian design thinking methodologies that have been described in this section. The individuals whose images are shown are Fuller (at the bottom) and Buchanan (at center). The book covers shown are the key texts associated with the establishment or popularization of each methodology, and their horizontal location roughly aligns with their year of publication. The smaller dashed arrows indicate where earlier civilian design thinking methodologies have directly influenced those that came later.
II. History of civilian design thinking

Figure 2.1. The evolution of key civilian design thinking methodologies

The most recent significant theoretical advancement in civilian design thinking is contained in Klaus Krippendorff’s 2006 book, *The Semantic Turn: A New Foundation for Design Thinking*. This book, which is the uppermost of the book covers shown in Figure 2.1, is not linked to any of the arrows in the figure as it is arguably still too soon to determine what its ultimate impact on the field will be. In this book, Krippendorff defines design as “making sense of things,” before specifying that the “things” he is referring to are human creations, and that making sense of them requires design thinkers to focus on the meaning that they give to artifacts. Krippendorff thus changes the emphasis of design thinking, as explained by Johansson-Skölberg, Woodilla, and Çetinkaya:

Compared with Simon, one could say that Krippendorff reversed the relationship between the design object and its intention. For Simon the artefact is at the core, and he would probably say that meaning is an attribute, while for Krippendorff meaning is the core of the design process and the artefact becomes a medium for communicating these meanings.

That Krippendorff is compared to Simon in this explanation is unsurprising, as Krippendorff presented his own argument partially in response to Simon’s 1969 book *Sciences of the Artificial*. Similarly to Simon (but at odds...
with most other recent design thinkers), Krippendorff postulated the possibility of “science for design,” thus re-establishing a connection between design and science.\textsuperscript{51} Importantly though, Krippendorff maintained that because design thinking is future focused, design methodologies cannot mimic those of the sciences unless research is being conducted to critically evaluate the results of design thinking after the completion of its application. Krippendorff’s science for design is therefore concerned primarily with post-design research, which might assist in improving future iterations of design processes and developing new design methods. During the implementation of these design processes and methods, the necessity of the future focus ensures that scientific methods cannot be applied.\textsuperscript{52} Currently, it is implied that design thinking must remain more akin to art than science.

Paradigms Underlying Key Civilian Design Methodologies

From the preceding section one can observe several related themes underlying the generally eclectic collection of prominent civilian design thinkers. Foremost among these is that design thinking is interdisciplinary. Initially linked explicitly to the sciences, over time it has been linked instead with increasing frequency to art or the humanities.\textsuperscript{53} Also with increasing frequency it has alternatively been construed as “a third area” that is separate from but linked to both the sciences and the humanities.\textsuperscript{54} The interdisciplinary evolution of design thinking has been accompanied by a move away from early methodologies that were rooted in technical rationalism, toward more recent subjective approaches that are often paradigmatically flexible.

The scope of civilian design thinking has also broadened considerably. This could be summarized as a shift in emphasis from product design to service design to social systems design to design of meaning. Complex or wicked problems have long been credited as the focus of design thinking, although not all design thinkers have focused exclusively on these types of problems. Buchanan, for example, discussed “the four broad areas in which design is explored throughout the world by professional designers.” These areas are: “the design of symbolic and visual communications . . . the design of material objects . . . the design of activities and organized services . . . and the design of complex systems or environments for living, working, playing, and learning.” Of note, each of these areas is more complex than the last.\textsuperscript{55}

In the same vein, Di Russo developed a “stratification of design” to visualize the progressively greater complexity of the areas to which design thinking has been applied. Her stratification includes (from low to high complexity): design of artefact, artefact and experience, systems and behavior, and large
scale systems. To this could be added Krippendorff’s design of meaning, which Krippendorff discussed primarily in relation to artifacts, but which could potentially operate at any scale. These divisions indicate that design thinking is suitable for addressing both relatively complex and relatively simple problems, although different design methodologies may be better suited to certain types of problems.

Another facet of the evolution of design thinking has been its oscillation between an external emphasis on design processes and an internal focus on designers themselves. Initially, design thinking focused on design processes. Emphasis then shifted to conscious self-reflection by designers; then back to processes, but this time incorporating users as well as designers; then to the mindset of the designer as a philosophy or enabling attitude.

More recently, the human-centered design method popularized by IDEO and the Stanford d.school seems to have incorporated aspects of all the above, being at once a mindset guiding practice and the design process itself. This may go some way toward explaining both the popularity of this particular design methodology and ongoing accusations leveled at design thinking that the discipline is definitionally confused. It is also indicative of a major ongoing area of debate between design thinkers emphasizing the relative importance of mindset and those emphasizing the relative importance of process. Krippendorff, the most recent of the major design thinkers examined, explicitly refers to the design process on several occasions, despite his emphasis on design of meaning seemingly indicating the importance of a mindset orientation. In addition to this changing emphasis in civilian design thinking between process and mindset orientations, the prominence of empathy and human centricity has generally increased over time.

A final common theme in the literature is the tension between problem framing/defining and problem solving/solution, and which ought to be the most important aspect of designing. Again, emphasis has oscillated over time. At one end of the spectrum, Simon elaborated on design science as a means of complex problem solving, referring to aspects of what would later be called problem framing only to the (albeit considerable) extent required to prepare designers for this problem solving.

At the other end of the spectrum, Schön disliked the term “problem” because it implies definability that he thought too straightforward for the types of complex situations design thinking addresses. His concept of “design as a reflective conversation with the situation” is intended for use by designers seeking to change their understanding of situations (i.e., to reframe them) once all possible problem solving or solution seeking has failed. To once again use human-centered design as an example of more recent developments, it appears
that the processual aspects of this design methodology emphasize a roughly even mix of problem framing and problem solving, although like Simon, this process subordinates the former (framing) as a means to better prepare for the latter (solving). Krippendorff, who focuses on design of meaning that subsequently becomes manifest in artifacts, seems to tend slightly the other way, as problem framing (designing meaning) is a fundamental precursor to problem solving (designing artifacts to embody this meaning).

The relationship between civilian design methodologies and their underlying paradigms is shown in Figure 2.2, wherein key civilian design thinkers and methodologies have been incorporated into the quad chart developed as this monograph’s framework for analysis. In this figure the paradigms are shown using black text (as they are in Figure 1.1) and the key design thinkers and methodologies are shown in red text. The years in which these design thinkers were writing, or methodologies were initially developed, are also shown in red text. The red arrows in the figure map the intellectual development of civilian design thinking as it has oscillated between a process or mindset orientation and between emphasizing either problem solving or framing. These arrows indicate the evolution of design thinking over time, not the intellectual influences upon, or relationships between, the design thinkers and methodologies shown.

Figure 2.2. Relationship between civilian design methodologies and underlying paradigms
Figure 2.2 shows the progression of the development of civilian design thinking from design science during the 1950s and 1960s (Fuller, Simon, and the early works of Archer), which focused on processes for problem solving, to the perception of design as conscious self-reflection by designers during the 1980s (Cross and Schön), to a mixed emphasis on both areas of tension during the period from the 1990s to today (shown by the positioning of human-centered design and Krippendorf close to—but importantly not at—the center of the chart). Along the way, design thinking has focused increasingly on complex problems (beginning in 1973 with Rittel and Webber), and has gone through a period of significant focus on process rather than mindset, to either solve problems via framing (participatory design) or to frame problems before solving them (user-centered design)—a subtle but important methodological difference.

Regarding the relative situation of the design thinkers and methodologies shown in the chart to the paradigms shown, it should be noted that the alignment implied by proximity is both relative and approximate. No single design thinker has aligned exclusively with any single paradigm, although some are more closely aligned than others. Rittel and Webber, for example, are almost (but not quite) entirely influenced by CAS theory, while Krippendorf’s design of meaning is closely (but not exclusively) aligned with interpretivism. By contrast human-centered design, which occupies a similar position near the center of the chart, is influenced by most paradigms in roughly similar ways owing to its broad (one might say loose) conceptualization. At its core, however, this design methodology is a means to address problems within CAS, and its emphasis on empathy and creating future user experience in social systems design could be considered interpretivist. Hence it is positioned in the chart between these two paradigms and relatively closer to them despite its employment of several of the others within its large toolkit of methods.

From a paradigmatic viewpoint, CAS theory has had some level of influence on almost all the design thinkers and methodologies shown—Fuller and Simon are perhaps the only exceptions. On the other hand, heroism has had the least influence on any of the design thinkers and methodologies, being evident in Papanek’s discussion of moral responsibility in design thinking, which is only one of several aspects of his work, and not featuring prominently in the other works examined herein. Hence, the design thinkers and methodologies shown in Figure 2.2 are positioned away from it. When developing the figure, it was relatively difficult to determine which paradigm should be situated more closely to Cross and Schön (ultimately determined to be radical structuralism). Conversely, it was relatively easy to determine which paradigms should be closest to Fuller, Simon, Rittel and Webber, and
Krippendorff. This is due to the methodologies for designing advocated by each, and the relationship between these and the preferred outlooks and methodologies of each paradigm.

Overall, it is an important enabler for discussion in chapter 4 of this monograph to conclude this chapter by observing that at various points in its history, civilian design thinking has been most closely aligned with technical rationalism, radical structuralism, interpretivism, and CAS theory.
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Chapter 3

Military Design Thinking

This chapter does for military design thinking what the previous chapter did for civilian design thinking. It is divided into two sections. In the first, it examines the evolution of military design thinking, beginning with a summary of different views about when exactly this emerged. It then chronicles the development of military design thinking from the mid-1990s, which is when the majority of the few authors who have previously attempted to trace its history consider it to have originated. In the second section, the chapter applies the analytical framework elaborated in chapter 1 to analyze the different military design thinkers and methodologies described in its first section. This includes mapping the most significant of these thinkers and methodologies onto the two-dimensional spectrum that was shown in Figure 1.1.

Several observations can be made about the nature of military design thinking and its evolution over time. Like its civilian equivalent, it is confirmed that military design thinking is an interdisciplinary field, and that its development has been influenced by a mix of prominent individual theorists and organizations seeking to apply design methodologies in both education and practice. Yet the evolution of military design thinking is also distinct because it incorporates a third significant influence that is absent from the civilian literature, which is doctrine. In militaries, doctrine has (not without controversy) constituted a third significant means for developing and promulgating design methodologies, and there is no civilian equivalent to this. It is also observed that military design thinking differs from civilian design thinking in the nature and causes of its emergence, and in the extent of the critical self-reflection that it encourages and the means by which it does this. These differences, and their significance, are elaborated in the second section of this chapter.

Because of these observations, a key conclusion is made that the paradigms that have been most influential on the development of military design thinking are CAS theory, radical structuralism, and postmodernism. Technical rationalism can be added to this list, providing that one considers traditional military planning and operational art to be types of design thinking. As elaborated in the first section of this chapter, whether or not these are types of design thinking is dependent upon one's understanding of it.
The Evolution of Military Design Thinking

Despite the earlier proliferation of civilian design methodologies, military design thinking emerged independently. Its precise origins have been subject to debate, and three minority perspectives are worth mentioning. Operational art has been cited as the earliest example of military design, as this body of theory “implied that before ‘planning’ occurred where a series of operations could be linked toward some larger strategic goals, a broader ‘design’ ought to occur that required more systemic thinking over analytical reductionism.” If this assertion is correct, then military design thinking emerged in Prussia in the 19th century, was significantly developed in the Soviet Union from the 1920s, and entered the vernacular of Anglosphere militaries during the 1980s.

Another perspective posits that planning is a form of design and that, therefore, military planning is a form of military design. By this understanding military design, in the form of staff planning guidance, dates to at least the mid-19th century, when Western militaries began to incorporate planning processes into written doctrine. If one looks beyond doctrine to military theory and practice in general, then by this understanding military design is much older. Just as Harold Nelson and Erik Stolterman asserted that “humans did not discover fire—they designed it,” if planning is a form of design then our prehistorical ancestors did not discover organized violence—they designed it! Military design by this understanding may therefore predate militaries themselves, although the author knows no one who has yet explored the potential implications of this possibility.

A third perspective asserts that military design thinking was first evident in the theoretical works of US Air Force Colonel John Boyd, which were primarily developed during the 1980s. These works discussed military applications of complexity and chaos theory, evolutionary biology, and military history, among other less frequently referenced disciplines. Not only were Boyd’s works among the first to explicitly discuss chaos and complexity theory in the military context, the interdisciplinary nature of his enquiries has much in common with subsequent military design theory. Yet Boyd did not use the term “design thinking,” and it is unlikely he would have considered himself a designer. Ultimately, the accuracy or otherwise of these three perspectives depends on which definition of design thinking one employs.

The remainder of the few existing works that attempt to trace the origins of military design thinking assert that it originated in the mid-1990s with the work of Israeli Brigadier General Shimon Naveh. Ben Zweibelson, for example, has stated that “I consider Naveh the ‘father’ of the military design movement because he was the first to spearhead an entire new methodology
that was intended for the military to replace traditional military planning.”

Naveh was also the first to explicitly consider himself as a military design thinker. His approach, called Systemic Operational Design (SOD), was developed at the Israeli Defense Force’s (IDF’s) Operational Theory Research Institute (OTRI), which Naveh headed after its establishment in February 1995. This approach originated with an analysis of Soviet operational art using general systems theory, informed by a critical reading of military history. This was soon accompanied by interaction with other academic disciplines including urban planning, psychology, cybernetics, and postmodern and poststructural philosophy, to form a unique design methodology.

While interdisciplinary, SOD was much closer to postmodernism than to any of the other paradigms included in this monograph’s analytical framework. It was developed as an alternative to “traditional” military planning processes, which sit within the technical rationalist paradigm because of their tendency to break problems into component parts before problem solving via linear reverse engineering of solutions. Traditional military planning processes are, in this respect, similar to the early civilian design methodologies developed by Herbert Simon and Bruce Archer. In contrast, SOD employed “dialectic deliberation” between conflicting perspectives to enable extensive reframing, eventually developing an operational concept via multiple holistic considerations of problems. Linked to this was the idea that to create something genuinely different to what has come before, one first needs to destroy what already exists. This idea was inspired by Boyd’s presentation *Destruction and Creation* and was a radical means to encourage military personnel to understand their own biases by deconstructing them.

The extreme paradigmatic dissimilarity between SOD and traditional military planning has resulted in a legacy wherein in military design thinking is often considered antithetical to military planning, and the two are often viewed as being in tension. Interestingly, a similar state of tension has been observed within civilian design thinking between Simon’s and Donald Schön’s approaches. Notwithstanding the minority view that planning is a form of design, debate about the impact of this tension remains an ongoing theme within military design thinking. This tension has also been evident in the implementation of military design methodologies. For example, Zweibelson summarized what happened after the IDF attempted to implement SOD:

SOD was so dense with philosophical language and these very abstract concepts, it was hard to translate and to disseminate to lower level forces. Further, it was only taught to senior leaders, and even then, only self-selecting leaders took it upon themselves to study it. Eventually, traditional IDF leaders, who wanted to protect the legacy system, took ac-
tion to purge SOD from the military; they largely eliminated the majority of SOD practitioners from their ranks, with Naveh himself excommunicated and OTRI disbanded.\textsuperscript{20}

This disbanding happened just before the 2006 Hezbollah War. Whether or not SOD was to blame for the Israeli failure in this war remains contentious to this day.\textsuperscript{21}

Meanwhile, in the mid-2000s, the US military became interested in SOD as a possible methodology to help solve the problems it was facing in Afghanistan and Iraq. This interest originated in both the US Army School of Advanced Military Studies (SAMS) and Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) and began with the selection of six SAMS students in January 2005 to work with Naveh to research SOD. These students subsequently employed SOD during a major exercise in May 2005, drawing further interest in SOD because of the radically different nature of their solution to the exercise problem.\textsuperscript{22} In 2006, SAMS offered an elective course in SOD. In the same year general interest in SOD grew, leading to the production of several student monographs about SOD or related topics. In 2007, the elective SOD course expanded and, in 2008, it became part of the core curriculum.\textsuperscript{23}

Beginning in 2006, the expansion of SAMS courses in SOD was accompanied by a rapid succession of US Army publications addressing design thinking. These included a chapter in the best-selling 2006 edition of Field Manual (FM) 3-24, \textit{Counterinsurgency}; the 2008 SAMS publication, \textit{Art of Design: Student Text, Version 1.0} (Version 2.0 followed in 2010); TRADOC Pamphlet 525-5-500, \textit{Commander’s Appreciation and Campaign Design} in 2008; FM Interim 5-2, \textit{Design} in 2009; the 2009 US Army Combined Arms Center publication, \textit{Design: Tools of the Trade}; and the incorporation of a chapter about design thinking into FM 5-0, \textit{The Operations Process} in 2010.\textsuperscript{24} Design thinking then expanded into the joint space in the early 2010s, where it was labeled “operational design.”\textsuperscript{25}

This array of US military publications ultimately obfuscated what military design thinking was and what methodologies it encompassed. As Alex Ryan explained, in developing these publications, “a curriculum of 3,000 pages of reading on design at SAMS was eventually distilled down into 13 pages of doctrine.” The development of design doctrine “was controversial, given Naveh’s widely expressed views on doctrine as antithetical to design, as well as the paucity of peer reviewed literature on [SOD] on which to base the doctrine.”\textsuperscript{26} In response, Naveh, along with Jim Schneider and Tim Challans, authored \textit{The Structure of Operational Revolution: A Prolegomena}, which offered an alternative design methodology for the US Army that was much closer to SOD than the version included in doctrine.\textsuperscript{27}
By the early 2010s, Ryan further explained, “proponents of [military] design basically fell into two camps.” The first of these were the design purists, who strictly adhered to a complicated interdisciplinary design thinking methodology that required military personnel to reframe their understanding of a situation through questioning their core beliefs about it, leading to innovative and adaptive solutions. They asserted that because of this methodology design thinking “is not for everyone,” and most military officers “will never get it.” The second camp was the pragmatists, who saw a need to make design thinking as simple and as accessible as possible. They were the ones who adapted SOD into what appeared in doctrine, in the process creating a new and simplified design thinking methodology that greatly differed from SOD. The result was that:

[The purists were] mostly ignored or derided by Army leaders. For every 100 students, they would convert one or two devoted acolytes, but in the process they also generated active resistance to design. [The pragmatists were] better received by students. But because none of these students were required to challenge their fundamental beliefs, they were never able to really reframe. . . . Neither [camp] was able to transform the dominant institutional culture [of the US Army]. 28

The design thinking approach included in US Army doctrine has since evolved into the “US Army Design Methodology” (ADM), the latest iteration of which is contained in a 2015 Army Technical Publication (ATP), a supporting document to The Operations Process. This ATP defines ADM as “a methodology for applying critical and creative thinking to understand, visualize, and describe unfamiliar problems and approaches to solving them.” 29 This definition is a minor but significant simplification of the initial doctrinal definition of design given in 2010: the earlier definition referred to “complex, ill-structured problems” rather than “unfamiliar problems.” 30

Both ADM and joint operational design include the development of environment and problem frames to ensure adequate understanding, followed by development of a solution frame (also called “the operational approach”). 31 This is methodologically similar to Richard Buchanan’s two-tiered process of problem definition and problem solution that has become prominent within several civilian design methodologies. 32 A key point of departure from the civilian methodologies, however, is that the solution frame in ADM and operational design is completed using several traditional military planning concepts that predate the introduction of design. These include identification of the desired end state, objectives, and decisive points; conduct of center of gravity analysis; and establishment of lines of operation or effort. 33

In other words, ADM and operational design subordinate the problem definition aspect of design as a step within a technical rationalist planning
methodology. Where SOD was developed as an alternative to traditional military planning processes and was viewed by some as irreconcilable with them, ADM and operational design were instead incorporated into them.\textsuperscript{34} This incorporation is a direct result of the pragmatic approach identified and criticized by Ryan as perpetuating the dominant instrumental approach to problem solving.\textsuperscript{35} Since the creation of this division between SOD and ADM in the late 2000s, subsequent military design thinking methodologies have tended to be the legacy of one or the other, perpetuating the paradigmatic and methodological divide.

More recent military design thinking is still manifest in the three distinct areas discussed above: military doctrine, the writings of individual military design thinkers, and andragogy and syllabi at military colleges. Developments in each of these areas since the late 2000s are most easily summarized separately.

Doctrinal military design thinking is easy to summarize as it has remained similar to the US Army’s ADM. Doctrinal design methodologies tend to include a problem framing method, often coupled with an environment framing method, and a solution framing method that exclusively employs traditional military planning concepts to problem solve through linear reverse engineering. Such design methodologies are now included in the doctrine of all five US services, as well as in US joint doctrine.\textsuperscript{36} Several US allies have incorporated similar design methodologies into their doctrine under various titles, including NATO, Britain, the Netherlands, and Australia.\textsuperscript{37} Among this allied doctrine the British stands out because it “expresses many design concepts while avoiding the word ‘design’ entirely.”\textsuperscript{38} Instead, British doctrine discusses “understanding” similarly to how US doctrine discusses “design.”\textsuperscript{39}

Since the late 2000s, an expanding number of individual military design thinkers have contributed to developing the field. In terms of written contributions, arguably the three most influential thinkers of this period are Alex Ryan, Chris Paparone, and Ben Zweibelson. This assertion is likely to be contentious, and several other military designers could easily be added to this list.\textsuperscript{40} For brevity, discussion herein will be kept to these three. Interestingly, although each of the three has taken an interdisciplinary approach, a different single discipline has most heavily influenced the works of each.

Ryan, with co-author Anne-Marie Grisogono, was one of the earlier authors that examined military operational applications of CAS theory.\textsuperscript{41} He contributed to the initial development of the US Army’s (pre-ADM) design doctrine.\textsuperscript{42} His most significant legacy has been to cement the linkage between military design thinking and CAS theory, particularly in the case of design methodologies contained within doctrine.\textsuperscript{43}
Paparone has been most heavily influenced by the sociology of knowledge. His 2013 book, *The Sociology of Military Science*, offered a detailed critique of the ingrained institutional biases of the US military before reframing military professionalism by deconstructing these biases then constructing alternative frames. This reframing was greatly influenced by Schön’s ideas about “reflective practice” and “displacement of concepts.” One may say that Paparone is to military design thinking as Schön is to civilian design thinking, in that both have prominently advocated the conception of design as primarily an internal reflexive conversation between the designer and the object designed.

By his own admission, Zweibelson’s early works were most heavily influenced by postmodernism. Recently, he has deliberately moved to an explicitly multiparadigmatic exploration of different types of design thinking, intentionally blending other design methodologies developed by a mix of military and civilian design thinkers. He has also developed a non-doctrinal design methodology for US Special Operations Command, and has (perhaps by accident) chronicled the spread of military design thinking via his prolific co-authorship of publications across the Occident.

The final area of rapid expansion since the late 2000s is the incorporation of design thinking into the andragogy and syllabi of several military colleges. This has involved application and in some cases development of a range of military design methodologies, and several of the most influential military design thinkers have manifest their ideas through their teaching rather than their writing.

In 2013, Naveh was invited back by the IDF to teach design at the general officer level, using a new methodology called *Systemic Inquiry in Operational Mediation*. This methodology focuses on triggering strategic and operational innovation through guided self-disruption and exploitation of identified tensions. He has been joined in this endeavor by Ofra Gracier, another prominent military design thinker.

After three years of experimenting with applying SOD (presumably in 2010–12), the Canadian Forces College (CFC) began teaching design thinking using its current approach in 2013. Drawing on a diverse mix of civilian and military design methodologies, CFC continues to evolve this “epistemological agnosticism for design methodology” approach by reframing the course syllabus annually and by providing students with instruction in multiple design methodologies of both military and civilian origin. Because of this approach, which was developed by now-prominent military design thinkers Paul Mitchell and Philippe Beaulieu-Brossard, CFC today quietly delivers one of the most comprehensive military design thinking education programs in the world.
The last few years have seen the establishment of design courses within various other NATO militaries, including the Netherlands, Poland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and Hungary. Furthermore, some US military colleges now teach design courses that diverge from the methodologies contained in US military doctrine. For example, Zweibelson teaches a course at the US Joint Special Operations University based on his own design methodology. Since 2014, the US Naval Postgraduate School has taught a design course based exclusively on the human-centered design methodology taught by the Stanford d.school. Similarly, in 2018 the Royal Australian Air Force conducted short design courses that exclusively taught civilian design methods. It has since developed its own design methodology in collaboration with Sydney University, by blending civilian design methods with elements of Boyd’s so-called “OODA loop.” The increasing incorporation of unaltered civilian design methodologies into military curricula constitutes a noteworthy recent development in military design education. Like the rapid succession of US military design publications in the late 2000s, this development seems to have obfuscated what precisely military design thinking is and what methodologies it encompasses.

Another significant facet of military design thinking’s history is its progress toward explicit recognition as a field of inquiry. While self-identified individual military design thinkers date back to Naveh in the mid-1990s, general recognition of the field itself is much more recent. The move toward this recognition arguably began with the establishment of an informal email group in 2009, initially consisting of Paparone, Zweibelson, and Grant Martin, who were all serving or retired US Army officers. This email group grew over the next eight years until it had over 100 members, before migrating after 2017 to other platforms such as Slack. Concurrently, Beaulieu-Brossard’s research into military design thinking led to him organizing an international military design conference in 2016, which has since become an annual event. Two journal special editions were published in 2017 and 2018, as well as an edited book in 2019. A research-sharing website has also been established, lending further credibility to the field.

The 2018 conference symbolized the completion of military design thinking’s establishment as an explicit field of inquiry, due to the breadth of conference participants. Nevertheless, the approximately 20-year lag between emergence and recognition remains a significant point of deviation from civilian design thinking, which was recognized as an explicit field of inquiry from its inception in the 1950s.

The relatively recent, and relatively messier, emergence of military design thinking is shown in Figure 3.1, which provides a graphic representation of
the evolution of the different military design methodologies that have been described in this section. This diagram modifies an earlier version by Zweibelson, on which it is based, to take into account the diversity of civilian design methodologies that have influenced military design thinking, the possibility that operational art and planning may be types of design, and the impact of individual theorists as well as the application of design methodologies by the militaries of various countries. It is shown on the same time scale as Figure 2.1, which highlights just how recent the development of military design methodologies has been relative to the development of several civilian design methodologies.

Figure 3.1. The evolution of key military design thinking methodologies

The smaller dashed arrows indicate where earlier design thinking methodologies have directly influenced those that came later. The high number of these arrows indicates the deliberate blending of multiple design methodologies by individuals like Zweibelson and institutions like CFC to form “meta-design methodologies,” as well as doctrinal attempts to blend design thinking with traditional military planning. In addition, the solid vertical arrows show-
ing the evolution of the civilian design methodologies in Figure 2.1 are reproduced in this figure. They are shown in condensed form at its left. This enables the influence these have had on military methodologies to be shown with more precision than would otherwise be the case. As can be seen, human-centered design has been the most influential, while Horst Rittel and Melvin Webber’s wicked problems and Donald Schön’s reflexive design have been particularly influential on various individual military design thinkers. This is in addition to the more numerous influences military design thinking methodologies have had on each other, particularly within the last decade.

Paradigms Underlying Key Military Design Methodologies

Like its civilian equivalent, there are several themes underlying the seemingly eclectic field of military design thinking. The two most obvious are the oscillation in emphasis over time between an external (process) focus and an internal (self-reflective) focus, and between problem framing/defining and problem solving/solution. These same themes can be observed in civilian design thinking, yet the way they are manifest constitutes a point of difference. This difference is largely due to an additional factor that exists in the case of military design thinking: its relationship with military doctrine. Civilian design thinking has been developed by a mix of prominent individual theorists and organizations applying design methodologies in both education and practice. In militaries, these two have been accompanied by doctrine as a third prominent avenue for the development and promulgation of design thinking methodologies. There is no civilian equivalent to this.

The relationship between military design thinking and doctrine has itself oscillated. On one side, some military designers assert that design is antithetical to doctrine. Some doctrinaires counter this by asserting that if a design method is not in doctrine, then it is not officially endorsed, and therefore the military should not be doing it. On the other side, some military design methodologies have been incorporated into doctrine, with ADM being most prominent. Given the strong link between doctrine and modern Western militaries’ cultural preferences regarding “how to fight,” the unresolved tensions (and sometimes outright hostility) between proponents of doctrinal and non-doctrinal military design methodologies has the potential to be detrimental to both effective doctrine and effective application of design thinking.

Another key difference between civilian and military design thinking is the circumstances of their emergence. Civilian design thinking emerged in response to what are now commonly called complex or wicked problems, and has evolved by proposing a series of different means to either resolve or man-
age them. Military design thinking, also a response to challenges posed by wicked problems, is usually considered as having emerged in response to observed failures of existing military planning processes to cope with these challenges. Although early civilian design methodologies align with the same paradigm as traditional military planning (i.e., technical rationalism), civilian design constructively evolved away from it. By contrast, if one considers military design thinking as originating with Naveh, then its emergence constituted a sudden and deliberate paradigmatic break. A substantial break too, given that SOD aligns most closely with postmodernism, the paradigm within this monograph’s analytical framework that is most dissimilar to technical rationalism. Even if one considers planning as a form of design, Naveh’s sudden introduction of this new paradigm was still very disruptive.

That this sudden paradigmatic break triggered a conceptual backlash, leading within a short period to the development of doctrinal design methodologies that subordinate problem framing to technical rationalist doctrinal planning processes, is unsurprising. The divergence and parallel development of doctrinal and nondoctrinal military design methodologies with very different paradigmatic alignment is also unsurprising. The relatively rapid growth of military design thinking as a field of inquiry along with the role of doctrine as an additional factor driving advances within the field, have resulted in military design thinking being much “messier” than its civilian equivalent. Relatively speaking, there has been much more confusion over what exactly military design thinking is, when it is useful, and how to apply it.

The unique military requirements for design thinking have probably added to this confusion. Military design methodologies have proliferated as Western militaries have fought numerous wars against a backdrop of strategic uncertainty. Given that traditional military planning tends to begin by identifying the goal (called the “end state” in most contemporary planning doctrine), there has been a growing dissonance between this doctrine and strategic reality. In light of these circumstances the emergence of military design thinking in the form of a sudden paradigmatic break is understandable. In contrast, civilian organizations attempting to apply design methodologies have not had to endure an equivalent existential questioning of their raison d’être. A civilian equivalent to what military design thinking has been required to do might look like, for example, a firm having to design under extreme time pressure a profitable product or service while concurrently questioning the effectiveness of the entire capitalist system and the role of the profit motive therein, all while recognizing that this system is rapidly changing but not knowing precisely what these changes or their outcome will be. This is a depth of critical self-reflection that civilian design thinking has not yet been called upon to provide.
The evolution of military design thinking and its relationship to the paradigms described in Table 1.1 is mapped in the quad chart in Figure 3.2. The horizontal and vertical axes, and the location of the paradigms (shown in black text) is the same as in Figure 1.1. In Figure 3.2, key military design thinkers and methodologies are shown in red text, with the years in which these thinkers were writing or methodologies developed shown adjacent, also in red text. The red arrows indicate the progression of time, not intellectual influences.

**Figure 3.2. Relationship between military design methodologies and underlying paradigms**

Like its civilian equivalent, military design thinking is interdisciplinary. The proximity between the design thinkers/methodologies and the paradigms shown in Figure 3.2 is therefore relative and approximate, and no single design thinker or methodology has aligned exclusively with any single paradigm. Of course, some of the thinkers/methodologies shown more closely align to one paradigm than to others. Traditional military planning is almost exclusively technically rationalist, and Ryan was very heavily influenced by CAS theory. By contrast, Zweibelson’s recent works and CFC’s “epistemological agnosticism for design methodology” are influenced by most paradigms due to their deliberate blending of multiple design methodologies.
of both military and civilian origin. Paparone, too, has been multidisci- plinary in several of his works, often examining each of the paradigms developed by Gibson Burrell and Gareth Morgan, and their applicability to design or strategy, in equal measure.

The position of Zweibelson's recent works and CFC's agnostic design methodology in Figure 3.2 also indicates their slightly greater emphasis on process than mindset, as their blending of other design methodologies to create bespoke approaches is itself processual in application; and a slightly greater emphasis on problem framing, as the individual nature of each problem determines which other design methodologies may be best to add to the blend. Like civilian human-centered design, these methodologies are in theory both mindsets and processes, and involve both problem solving and framing. Unlike human-centered design, they achieve this mixed focus by blending several other design methodologies, rather than by constituting their own methodology. They may therefore be better termed “meta-design” methodologies. There is currently no civilian equivalent meta-design methodology and these approaches therefore represent an innovation across both fields of design thinking. This may explain why there has not yet been the same effort on the part of civilian designers to bridge the gap with their military counterparts as that which Zweibelson and the faculty at CFC have made in approaching civilian designers.

From a paradigmatic viewpoint, CAS theory has had some level of influence on every military design thinker/methodology shown in Figure 3.2 except for traditional military planning and operational art. This is understandable since the development of both predates the development of CAS theory by a considerable period. Heroism has had the least amount of influence on the military design thinkers and methodologies shown. The diagonally opposite location of several of the military design thinkers and methodologies shown, and the pronounced movement of the arrows from the top left to the bottom right of the figure, then back up and back down again, before finally moving closer to the center, is indicative of the conceptually “messy” emergence of military design thinking and the aforementioned factors contributing to this messiness.

Of the individual designers shown, Boyd and Ryan are both located near CAS theory, their different adjacent locations reflecting the slightly different process/mindset and problem framing/solving orientation of their works. Naveh is the most heavily influenced by postmodernism, with Zweibelson's early works also closely aligned to this paradigm. Paparone's close conceptual relationship to Schön has been given preference over his frequent multiparadigmatic discussions of Burrell and Morgan in determining his position.
in Figure 3.2, which is nearest to radical structuralism—a location approximate to Schön’s location in Figure 2.2. As discussed above, Zweibelson’s later works do not sit near any one particular paradigm. Of the doctrinal design methods shown, traditional military planning is closely aligned with technical rationalism. ADM and equivalent doctrinal design methodologies have been influenced by CAS theory more than the other paradigms shown, but as they are a step within technical rationalist planning processes, they are therefore still closest to this paradigm in application.

Overall, CAS theory, radical structuralism, and postmodernism have had the most influence on military design thinking, along with technical rationalism if one considers traditional military planning and operational art to be forms of design. The next chapter comparatively addresses the implications of this finding alongside the equivalent finding for civilian design thinking that was presented in chapter 2.
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Chapter 4

Comparing Civilian and Military Design Thinking

Though having different origins, emerging under different circumstances, and being applied in different conditions, the relationship between civilian and military design thinking is a complicated one, characterized by a mix of divergence, tensions, and convergence. Having now examined the evolution of, and paradigms underlying, both civilian and military design thinking, what remains is to examine the relationship between the two fields.

Immediately, one notices several similarities as well as differences in the evolution, intent, and constituent methodologies that have emerged within each field. Though more recently the similarities have arisen at least partly due to the influence of civilian design thinking on the development of military design thinking, coincidental yet significant similarities predate this cross pollination by a considerable period.

The first similarity between the two fields of design thinking is that they began by developing, employing and then breaking away from technical rationalist methodologies that attempted to understand the whole of complex (often social) systems through breaking them into parts, then independently determining how each part functioned. In civilian design thinking, Herbert Simon’s *Sciences of the Artificial* is the most prominent example of this methodology; in militaries, it is traditional military planning and operational art.\(^1\) Even if one does not accept these military methodologies as forms of design thinking, Shimon Naveh’s SOD emerged as a direct challenge to them and offers a violent parallel to civilian design thinking’s significant yet relatively peaceful move away from such methodologies during “the second wave” of civilian design thinking in the 1980s, which was led by Nigel Cross and Donald Schön.\(^2\)

A second similarity is a trend within both fields in which complex and deeply philosophical methodologies with a narrow range of adherents gave way to shallower, simpler, and more popularized methodologies, which were in turn challenged by the emergence of newer methodologies that were again more philosophically-grounded. The most prominent manifestation of the first part of this process in civilian design thinking is the progression of human-centered design from a philosophy that “was manifested as more of a mindset than a physical set of tools,” to a collection of “recipes” for ‘how to do design thinking’ for practitioners . . . with simplified arguments, diagrams, and checklists, but little theory development,” a change especially noticeable within much of the corporate management literature.\(^3\) The parallel development in military design thinking is the transition from SOD to the US ADM,
during which “a curriculum of 3,000 pages of reading on design . . . was eventually distilled down into 13 pages of doctrine” that did not require military personnel to “challenge their core beliefs” or “really reframe.”

The second part of this trend, the emergence of newer philosophically-grounded design methodologies, is evident in the field of civilian design thinking in some of the more comprehensive human-centered design methodologies, such as that used by the Stanford d.school, and in Klaus Krippendorff’s book *The Semantic Turn* and his development therein of his theory about the “design of meaning.” The equivalents in military design thinking are Ben Zweibelson’s “second generation military design” methodology and CFC’s “epistemological agnosticism for design methodology,” both of which blend multiple other design methodologies of civilian and military origin to form what might be better termed meta-design methodologies.

Beyond simple comparative observations such as these, a deeper analysis is required if this study is to yield more meaningful results. Ergo, the remainder of this chapter is dedicated to the conduct of such an analysis. The first section examines paradigmatic and methodological divergence, tensions, and convergence between the two fields of design, an examination enabled by further employment of the analytical framework that was developed in chapter 1 and previously applied in chapters 2 and 3. This analysis enables the second section of this chapter to offer a limited prognosis regarding how design thinking might evolve in the future.

### Divergence, Tensions, and Convergence

Analysis in chapters 2 and 3 has shown the key paradigmatic convergences and divergences between civilian and military design thinking. The convergences are that radical structuralism and CAS theory have more prominently influenced both. The divergences are that interpretivism has more prominently influenced civilian design thinking, and postmodernism has more prominently influenced military design thinking. All the paradigms elaborated in Table 1.1 also influenced both fields of design thinking, as both fields are multidisciplinary; however, the other paradigms have not had the same *prominent* influence that these key paradigms have had within each field.

Another paradigmatic convergence is that technical rationalism has prominently influenced development of both fields, providing that one considers traditional military planning and operational art to be forms of design thinking. Regardless, this paradigm has formed a point of departure for subsequent design thinking in both fields, with a major tension existing between technical rationalism and design methodologies influenced most heavily by radical
structuralism and postmodernism. In the case of military design thinking, this tension underlies the antipathy that can often be observed between traditional military planning and several military design methodologies. In the case of civilian design thinking, this tension underlies the growing understanding of design methodologies as either a form of art or as a “third way,” rather than as a science.

These interparadigmatic divergences and tensions are shown in Figure 4.1. The paradigmatic alignment of clusters of key civilian and military design thinkers and methodologies are shown in this figure, wherein blue circles indicate the clusters around the most influential paradigms (which are shown in black text). Key civilian and military design thinkers and methodologies are shown in orange and pink text, respectively. The blue arrows show the interparadigmatic tensions that are manifest in different design thinking methodologies within both fields.

![Figure 4.1. Interparadigmatic divergence and tension, with methodological convergence](image)

Although these three clusters are paradigmatically divergent, the identification of the same clusters in both fields indicates major areas of methodological convergence between civilian and military design thinking. For example, methodologies that attempt to understand the whole of complex and social systems through breaking them into parts, then independently deter-
mining how each part functions, are common to the civilian design thinking of Simon and Bruce Archer, as well as to traditional military planning and operational art. At the opposite end of the figure, there are several methodological parallels between Schön’s civilian and Chris Paparone’s military design thinking, as both consider design primarily as a reflexive conversation between the designer and the object designed. This similarity should be expected, however, as Paparone has referred explicitly to the influence Schön has had on development of his own thinking. Finally, the hard science underlying CAS theory has led to methodological similarities when it has been applied as a tool for analysis within the social sciences, including within both fields of design thinking. As a result, methodological similarities are evident between Horst Rittel’s and Melvin Webber’s approach to addressing wicked problems, the parts of John Boyd’s work that address complexity, and Alex Ryan’s papers on “adaptive campaigning.”

The interparadigmatic tensions between these three areas of methodological convergence underlies the two trends observed in the introduction to this chapter, wherein design thinking in both fields has developed, employed, then broken away from technical rationalist methodologies; and wherein both fields have seen movement from deeply philosophical, theoretically grounded methodologies, toward simpler and more popularized methodologies, then back again. Employing this study’s framework for analysis, it can now be seen that both trends were accompanied by, and perhaps even caused by, major paradigm shifts between different design methodologies and the paradigms that had the most influence upon them. Yet there is no link between any particular paradigm and the tendency of its constituent design methodologies to be either philosophical or popularist. Instead, the likelihood of a design thinker or methodology to be either more philosophically-grounded or less theoretical and more popularist, seems instead to be linked to that thinker’s or methodology’s response to previous methodologies, as well as to the attitudes of the thinker in question toward the relative importance of broad accessibility.

These differences are most starkly evident in the examples presented above of the evolution of human-centered design within the corporate management literature, and the transformation of SOD into the US ADM. In each of these cases, a deeply philosophical methodology was made much more accessible, but only because many of the core aspects of the original methodology were stripped away. Ryan summed up the challenges posed by each approach, and their pros and cons, in his discussion of the tensions between military design purists and pragmatists within the US Army during the late 2000s. In each case, there has been a response against the perceived over-simplicity of several
of the popular methodologies. The most recent developments in both fields have trended back toward more philosophically-grounded methodologies.\textsuperscript{13}

Because there is no paradigmatic link between the philosophical or popularist tendencies of different design methodologies, no paradigm featured in this monograph’s framework for analysis can be summarily dismissed for offering only a relatively shallow contribution to these fields. There is therefore a need for those applying design thinking to develop a better understanding of the difference in approach between design methodologies within each paradigm. This is necessary because the application of shallow or simplistic design methodologies, or the misapplication of more philosophically-grounded methodologies by those who do not fully understand their nuances, has the tendency to work against the overarching aim of design thinking to prompt innovation and creativity as a way to overcome a complex situation, problem, or set of problems. The application of shallow methodologies or the misapplication of deeper methodologies does not lead to the identification and questioning of core beliefs, nor does it lead to genuine reframing, which is necessary to bring about the desired innovation and creativity that design thinking promises.\textsuperscript{14}

The result is the problematic applications of design thinking that this author has witnessed, and described in the opening paragraphs of chapter 1. In one of these cases, what can now be identified as a shallow method drawn from the corporate management literature on human-centered design was taught to a military audience as if it were the only design methodology in existence. From their responses to the author’s subsequent questioning, it became clear that the contractors who delivered this instruction were unaware of the paradigms underlying their chosen design method. They were also unaware of the existence of any military design methodologies, including military planning processes, which would have performed better in the circumstances in which they were encouraging their military students to apply their particular design method. The result was a detrimental impact on the military students’ understanding of design thinking, which is likely to give them a lasting misunderstanding of what design thinking is, and what its core strengths are.

This case presents an excellent example of why those seeking to effectively apply design thinking need to develop a thorough knowledge of the paradigms underlying their preferred design methodologies: there may be a deeper methodology within the same paradigm that can be applied in the same circumstances to achieve better results. It also highlights why those sponsoring design activities ought to develop this paradigmatic knowledge as well—in light of their clear lack of subject matter knowledge, the aforementioned contractors should not have been hired. However, it is likely in this
case that the military officers responsible for awarding the contract knew even less about design than the contractors did.

Explicit paradigmatic awareness also has other benefits. For example, it enables one to develop an understanding of the tensions between design thinkers and methodologies that fit within different paradigms. The underlying hostility between traditional military planning and SOD, for example, can be traced back to two core irreconcilable differences between the most prominent of the paradigms underlying these methodologies. The first is the stance of each paradigm regarding what constitutes valid evidence. The second is the stance of each paradigm regarding the nature of reality. Technical rationalism, the paradigm that underlies traditional military planning, values evidence in the form of facts and discards as illegitimate knowledge not factually derived. It regards reality as existing externally to individuals, as a separate entity that needs to be understood before it can be shaped. Conversely, postmodernism, which is the paradigm that underlies SOD, rejects the existence of objective facts and emphasizes instead the value of beliefs based on perceived truth. It regards reality as the reflection of individual and collective beliefs. As a result, the roles of narrative and meaning become paramount and reality is not shaped so much as it is constructed.

Developing a deeper understanding of these differences enables each paradigm to be appreciated for what it is and for the perspective that it enables. No one paradigm is superior to any of the others; all are simply different. The same could be said for a range of very different design methodologies, providing that these methodologies are sufficiently philosophically grounded to avoid the problems associated with superficiality discussed above. As Stefanie Di Russo observed about civilian design thinking, different methodologies can be stratified based on the level of complexity that they are intended to address. Her “stratification of design” includes design of: artefact, artefact and experience, systems and behavior, and large scale systems. To this stratification could be added Krippendorff’s “design of meaning.” A similar stratification could no doubt be developed for military design, as traditional military planning is well suited to simple and complicated situations, whereas other military design methodologies are better suited to complexity. Recent attempts to develop multiparadigmatic military design methodologies seem to be attempting to take the resultant need for methodological flexibility into account.

These recent attempts, specifically Zweibelson’s recent works and CFC’s epistemological agnosticism for design methodology, were not shown in Figure 4.1. In the case of civilian design thinking, neither was human-centered design or Krippendorff’s design of meaning. This is because these methodologies conform to a different pattern to the interparadigmatic tensions accompa-
nied by methodological convergences that are illustrated in Figure 4.1. They are therefore shown instead as a separate cluster in Figure 4.2. In this figure, the blue circle shows this cluster of recent design thinkers and methodologies. The blue arrows now show the multiparadigmatic influence on this cluster. By incorporating different paradigms and earlier design methodologies to various extents, Zweibelson, CFC, and human-centered design largely overcome the interparadigmatic tensions shown in Figure 4.1. Krippendorff’s design of meaning is an exception to this, being primarily (but not exclusively) interpretivist, however his work is included here because of the second factor that separates this cluster from the methodologies shown in Figure 4.1—between these more recent design thinkers exists a methodological divergence.

Figure 4.2. Multiparadigmatic convergence with methodological divergence

Whereas in Figure 4.1 a paradigmatic divergence indicated areas of methodological convergence between the fields of civilian and military design thinking, in Figure 4.2 a multiparadigmatic convergence indicates a methodological divergence between these fields. This is indicated by the thick red arrow between the civilian and military design methodologies constituting this cluster. A smaller red arrow with a dashed outline indicates a second area of tension within civilian design thinking, between more widespread multiparadigmatic human-centered design methodologies, and Krippendorff’s more recent, more philosophical and less widely practiced design of meaning.
The identification of these divergences indicates possible next stepping stones in the path through the fog of design thinking methodology development.21

The first of these divergences is manifest in the different ways in which human-centered design, Zweibelson’s design methodologies (including both his “second generation military design” and his US Special Operations Forces design methodology), and CFC’s epistemological agnosticism for design methodology are applied. This is indicated by the different positions of these design thinkers and methodologies within the figure.

Whereas human-centered design has a relatively greater emphasis on problem solving, the two military design thinking methods instead have a relatively greater emphasis on problem framing. The cause of this divergence is that the military design methodologies were developed to deliberately blend elements of other design methodologies from both the civilian and military fields. This necessitates a higher emphasis on framing to enable selection of appropriate elements and makes them akin to being “meta-design” methodologies.

Human-centered design is a stand-alone design methodology. Although it was influenced by preceding civilian design methodologies, it does not attempt to deliberately blend them. It includes several methods within its methodology; however, this takes the form of a “toolkit” of practical methods that designers may select. Over the last few decades, multiple toolkits have been developed by different adherents of human-centered design. When a conceptually robust toolkit of methods is chosen for use, the toolkit approach effectively blends ease of access with flexibility to tailor the design process to different situations. Unfortunately, not all the toolkits or methods associated with human-centered design are robust, and as a result there is a tendency for some of these to be superficial and to yield mediocre outcomes as a result.

The military design methodologies shown in Figure 4.2 instead require designers to understand multiple paradigms and other design methodologies, before developing their own toolkit that they can employ to suit the situation they are confronting.22 Practitioners of these military design methodologies are therefore more explicitly aware of their own underlying paradigms, although the need to understand multiple alternative paradigms or methodologies can lead to a relatively high barrier to entry for design facilitation when military personnel do not have access to a specialist design facilitator.23

For civilian designers, developing an equivalent multiparadigmatic and multiple-methodology awareness may in turn lead to renewed methodological innovation. The most recent developments in military design thinking may lead the way in this regard. Yet the opposite seems to be happening in civilian design thinking, where the latest major theoretical development (Krippen-
Krippendorff’s design of meaning) is less multiparadigmatic than human-centered design. This difference constitutes the second methodological divergence shown in Figure 4.2. Like the first divergence, this is shown by the different positioning of human-centered design and Krippendorff within the figure. In this instance, there is divergence in their relationship to the paradigms as well, since human-centered design is more extensively multiparadigmatic. This is an additional factor that is not present in the methodological divergence between human-centered design and the recent military design methodologies. Resolution of this tension within the field of civilian design thinking could take the form of development of a civilian design methodology that explicitly blends a multiparadigmatic and multi-methodology approach while maintaining Krippendorff’s philosophical-grounding and depth. Employment of the evaluation aspects of Krippendorff’s “science for design” to the field may potentially be able to facilitate development of such an approach.

Finally, it is worth highlighting why there is no arrow shown between Krippendorff and the recent military design methodologies shown in Figure 4.2. This author knows of no engagement to date between these design thinkers and their methodologies. This is despite military design having previously addressed the design of meaning without reference to Krippendorff. Instead, military design thinking’s discussion of meaning has occurred from a postmodernist perspective, with narrative construction in particular being advocated as a way to generate a desired meaning in the minds of stakeholders in military activities. This similarity indicates a potential area for future interparadigmatic development within both civilian and military design.

**Possible Near Futures for Design Thinking**

When taken together, the trends, divergences, tensions, and convergences observed in the previous section enable discussion to occur about possible developments in both civilian and, especially, military design thinking. Before this discussion is undertaken, however, it is worth remembering the limits of attempting to predict the future, particularly in complex, open and emergent systems such as the design thinking communities of practice that have been the subject of this monograph. Ergo, the following discussion has been kept intentionally vague and is focused only on the near-term. It is intended to be suggestive rather than proscriptive, and exploration is limited to five generalized observations.

First, for military design thinking there is a need to methodologically consolidate. The analysis above shows where recent military meta-design methodologies could potentially achieve this by incorporating or balancing meth-
ods aligning with some of the paradigms that have thus far had a relatively low influence, or by incorporating aspects of civilian methodologies developed during earlier periods but which have since fallen into disuse. The incorporation of new approaches based on historical as well as paradigmatic awareness will ultimately result in development of even more comprehensive military design methodologies. Such a deliberately cultivated awareness is likely to lead in turn to enhanced design thinking outcomes, providing it is combined with appropriate design thinking education.

Should this consolidation be pursued, it is likely that it will initially cause an even wider-ranging debate over what constitutes design thinking and its constituent methodologies. For example, a more thorough incorporation of heroism into military design thinking might lead first to a debate about military design ethics, or about the design of civil-military relations and expectations of contemporary military professionalism, similarly to how Victor Papaneck addressed moral responsibility in civilian design thinking. Similar discussions could well emerge regarding aspects of other paradigms and methodologies that are currently not as prominent in military design thinking. Ultimately, a “military design toolkit” might emerge to address this range of different methods more uniformly.

In developing such a toolkit, military design thinkers would do well to learn from the experience of the development of similar toolkits in the field of civilian design thinking, particularly those focused on human-centered design. This means taking measures to ensure that each method is thoroughly evaluated before being included in any military design toolkit, to ensure that it is not oversimplified and that it does not encourage the superficial employment of vogue terminology that is devoid of deep understanding. Such a toolkit should also be accompanied by thorough instruction in military design facilitation that involves its use, to minimize the possibility that the initial employment of a philosophically-grounded and comprehensive military design toolkit may devolve into a shallow facsimile when applied by personnel other than its developers.

The second observation is that there will be ongoing disagreement between design thinkers in both the civilian and military fields over the definition of “design thinking” and a range of accompanying terms. There will also be periodic attempts on the part of some design thinkers to resolve this disagreement, which will fail to unite the fields behind a common understanding, but which will instead be a useful means to trigger further debate that will ultimately help the fields to conceptually advance. Most recently, Chris Paparone has made such an attempt in the field of military design thinking. Although he acknowledges that his attempt to develop a vocabulary and reference of
terms and concepts for military design thinking “is not meant to be ‘settled knowledge’ and remains open to future enhancements and debate,” he is nonetheless endeavoring to develop “the vocabulary of a professional national security ‘designer.’” Such endeavors are likely to be periodic in both civilian and military design thinking, and they are also likely to meet limited success because of the eclectic and greatly varied nature of design thinking as a broad field of inquiry. Their real value will therefore be in the debate they generate, rather than in the agreement that they foster.

Third, it can be observed that military design thinking methodologies outside of the US ADM and its derivatives in other doctrine publications are on the cusp of broader acceptance within several Western militaries (ADM is not included here as its incorporation into doctrine indicates acceptance). Contemporary military design methodologies will encounter the same challenge that was posed for SOD in the mid-2000s, and for human-centered design since the early 1990s. That is, the challenge of how to reach a broader audience without sacrificing the deeply philosophically-grounded components of the design methodology that is becoming popularized.

The experience of human-centered design might be informative for the field of military design thinking. In this instance, the human-centered design methodologies that have remained most faithful to their intellectual roots are those that are taught during tertiary-level design courses such as those offered by the Stanford University d.school. On the other hand, shorter courses and textbooks or introductory-level “how to design” manuals containing simplified descriptions of human-centered design tend to produce shallow thinking and do not prompt those applying design thinking to “really reframe.” This indicates that military design thinking methodologies outside of ADM and its derivatives can both be popularized within militaries and remain deeply philosophically-grounded. The key to achieving this mix is the delivery of comprehensive education in military design facilitation. Currently, this does not occur. Military design thinking is either taught in its doctrinal variant, as short (one or two week) courses, or as a relatively short component of longer professional military education courses. For instance, at CFC, instruction in military design thinking totals about four weeks, spread across a six-month period and rolled into modules of other courses.

Unfortunately, past institutional resistance to radically innovative military design methodologies indicates that there is also likely to be resistance to any attempt to create a longer-duration military design facilitation education program. This in turn may prevent the creation of such a course in the future, even though this course will be vital if the latest military design methodologies are to maintain their integrity in the face of broader application. As a re-
sult, military design facilitation will most likely remain the purview of a relatively small group of individuals who undertake additional design thinking education beyond what is currently offered by professional military education institutions. In the mid-term, this group of specialists may be successful in persuading their institutions to create longer-duration military design thinking courses; however, this will only be the result of sustained effort and there will be many institutional hurdles to jump along the way.

While military design thinking has begun to draw on civilian design methodologies, there has been little effort on the part of civilian design thinkers to draw on military design thinking to complement their own approaches. It is highly likely that most civilian design thinkers are not even aware of the existence of military design thinking. Among the few that are, there seems to have been little effort to develop a genuine understanding that goes beyond cursory awareness.

For example, one ill-informed civilian design thinker has gone so far as to label Zweibelson a functionalist, and because of their misreading of only three of Zweibelson’s many papers, has arbitrarily dismissed military design thinking entirely. This dismissal seems to have been due to their belief that the nature of military organizations means that they are inescapably tied to a single world view, which no military thinker can ever truly break out of. In the hands of a better-informed critic, such an argument may well have had merit—Zweibelson himself has previously criticized militaries for their tendency to remain wedded to functionalist models despite evidence that these are not well suited to the complexity of contemporary conflicts. Alas, the civilian design thinker in question seems to have been motivated by an anti-military agenda, which has undermined their critique of military design thinking to the extent that one finds it difficult to take them seriously.

If taking a more inquisitive outlook, it is possible that civilian design thinkers may find the different context of military design thinking a useful starting point for exploration of alternative applications of their own methodologies. As discussed in the third chapter, civilian design thinking has not yet had to confront an existential questioning of the designer’s raison d’être. Although more recent branches of civilian design thinking have expanded the discipline from product and service design to include the design of social systems, the focus of this design is still on the development something that can be sold for a profit. Civilian design thinking has not yet had to question the fundamentals of the capitalist system in which civilian design firms such as IDEO work, nor has it had to question the legitimacy of core components of modern business models, such as the profit motive or the fundamental nature of the global economic system. Inversely, military design thinking emerged because
militaries had to confront their own equivalents to such fundamental questions. Some military design methodologies, such as SOD, were developed specifically to enable such questioning to occur.

A fourth observation is that civilian design thinking could potentially be used to undertake such a fundamental questioning of civilian systems, and that certain military design methodologies provide indicators of which paradigms are best suited to do this. Given the systemic nature of several current issues at the broadest possible level, the impact of global climate change foremost among them, there is a potential for civilian design thinkers to position themselves to develop radical solutions. Imagine, for instance, a design inquiry leading to development of an environmentally sustainable economic system, which does not rely on perpetual growth to remain robust and avoid recession.33

As grand as such an application of civilian design thinking would be, it is unlikely that this will occur. Civilian design thinking is generally applied in the private sector by large companies, leading to accusations that “at its core, [it is] a strategy to preserve and defend the status-quo.”34 While this is not universally the case, there is a grain of truth in this observation and, as a result, if civilian design thinking turns to the confrontation of the global system-scale problems mentioned above, this will likely come from the more philosophically-grounded side of the discipline. It is likely that such an application of civilian design thinking would have difficulty in attracting the mass of adherents that would be required to achieve systemic level change.

Returning to military design thinking, the fifth and final observation is that the field is likely to cement into different methodological schools in the near future. Over the past 20 years military design thinking has become increasingly recognized by military institutions as a legitimate field of inquiry. Progress toward this state rapidly accelerated from the early 2010s, as an international community of military design thinkers became self-aware. This led to a rapid increase in collaboration and methodological cross pollination, during a period when the field was open to experimentation with a broad range of design methodologies.

In the last few years, different centers of military design thinking have begun to emerge, each developing and instructing in its own military design methodology. One is located at CFC, under the stewardship of Paul Mitchell, Philippe Beaulieu-Brossard and most recently, Mathieu Primeau.35 Another is at the US Joint Special Operations University, driven by Ben Zweibelson’s design methodologies, and strongly supported during implementation by Nathan Schwagler.36 A third is in Israel under the leadership of Shimon Naveh, who is accompanied by the increasingly accomplished Ofra Gracier.37 Others
seem to be emerging in European countries, including most prominently the Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Hungary, and Poland.\textsuperscript{38}

As these “centers” further develop their own methodologies, it is likely that they will increasingly differ from one another. Although ongoing dialog and collaboration can be expected between these allied militaries, the period of intensive collaboration is probably winding down. It is likely that future methodologies employed by these centers will solidify, and the present state of collaboration will be increasingly accompanied by mutual critiques that will flow from a state of increased methodological divergence. Such critiques may curtail the current level of collaboration, though this need not be the case. On the contrary, they could also potentially lead to positive methodological developments, providing they are delivered in such a way that they remain constructive in their criticism. It will behoove the military design thinkers in each of these centers to ensure that this occurs, as conscious effort may soon be required to perpetuate the high level of collaboration that has hitherto occurred naturally within the field.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The combination of the very recent recognition of military design thinking as a distinct field of inquiry, the near-concurrent proliferation of different military design thinking methodologies over the past decade, and the increased blending of civilian and military design methodologies in andragogy and syllabi, has resulted in military design thinking arriving at an inflection point. It is now on the cusp of reaching an even broader audience through the establishment of further methodological links between civilian and military design thinking. As a result, this monograph, which has examined and compared civilian and military design thinking, is a timely one. The implications of its findings for military design thinkers are worth revisiting and expanding.

The current situation presents several exciting opportunities, but also several risks, for military design thinkers. As Ben Zweibelson highlighted: “Military planners operate in decidedly dissimilar complex security contexts than those of business planners, thus military designers must approach the uncommon security challenges with a different design methodology that does not function exactly as human-centered or industrial design applications.” In seeking to achieve synergy with their civilian counterparts, military design thinkers need to be wary of maintaining quality. Military design thinking will benefit if it can successfully incorporate paradigmatically and conceptually sound, and philosophically-grounded, civilian design methods into its methodologies, but it will suffer if it incorporates conceptually unsound or shallow methods, or if it attempts to apply civilian design methodologies that have not been suitably altered to address unique military requirements. Explicit historical and paradigmatic awareness are vital to determining what is valuable to military design thinking and what should be discarded.

Explicit awareness of the history and paradigms underling design thinking also helps to identify areas for further development within the field of military design thinking. Several potential areas for the near future evolution of both civilian and military design thinking were proposed in chapter 4. For military design thinking, these include a need to strategically consolidate, to strengthen, and to balance recently emergent multiparadigmatic military meta-design methodologies. It is likely that this consolidation will be accompanied by the development of centers of military design thinking excellence that will each develop and instruct their own divergent military design methodologies. Recent developments indicate that the first half-dozen of these centers have emerged in Israel and North America, or are likely to
emerge in the next few years in Europe, where they are still undergoing the process of achieving recognition and developing their design thinking and related educational methodologies.

To ensure that these developments embrace paradigmatically and conceptually sound civilian and military design thinking, military design thinkers will have to revisit the relationship between design thinking and military doctrine. Advocates of nondoctrinal military design thinking methodologies, several of whom still consider design as antithetical to doctrine, are ultimately going to have to choose between finding a way to reconcile this tension or forever remaining a minority group of “inside outsiders.” While recent meta-design methodologies have benefited from their own paradigmatic self-awareness, these methodologies have not yet been fully reconciled with those contained in doctrine. Extending this self-awareness to doctrinal design methodologies, which is likely to require a significant amendment to both current doctrinal design and planning methodologies, is a vital future undertaking considering the strong links between military doctrine and military culture.

The history of military design thinking shows that the US ADM emerged after a failed initial attempt to integrate design thinking into doctrine through compromise. Key members of the military design thinking community have since concentrated on developing their methodologies outside of doctrine. Renewed engagement between these thinkers, their methodologies, and doctrine is now required if military design thinking is ever going to target a broader military audience than that which can be taught at the limited number of military design thinking courses run each year. This may also involve a need to reconceptualize doctrine itself, to make it more flexible and conducive to the ill-defined and ever-evolving nature of design methodologies. Military design thinkers will likely need to build this new conception first, see if the right people then come, and be prepared to fail again along the way. And they will need to do this while concurrently managing the expanding extent of their engagement with civilian design thinking. If they can get all this right, then the future of military design thinking is an exciting one indeed.

Design thinking, in both its civilian and military incarnations, tends to be ahistorical. This is because design thinkers focus on innovation, which has a distinct future-orientation. Knowledge of what has come before, as well as the paradigms underlying this history, enables development of a much richer knowledge of the field. It helps to determine where future developments may go, which methodologies are rigorous, and which are not, and how to better implement design methodologies by more comprehensively learning from those who have come before. In short, it enables even greater innovation to occur. By providing such a historical and paradigmatic analysis, it is hoped...
that this monograph will help military designers to achieve this enhanced innovation by enabling them to maximize the utility of the design methodologies they select for employment when designing military operations.

Notes

## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADM</td>
<td>Army Design Methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>Army Technical Publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAS</td>
<td>Complex adaptive systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFC</td>
<td>Canadian Forces College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>Field Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDF</td>
<td>Israeli Defense Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTRI</td>
<td>Operational Theory Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAMS</td>
<td>School of Advanced Military Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOD</td>
<td>Systemic Operational Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOF</td>
<td>Special Operations Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADOC</td>
<td>Training and Doctrine Command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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